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COUNCIL WORK MINUTES
AUGUST 3.2022
The City Council held a meeting on Wednesday, August 3, 2022, al5:30 p.m' in the City
Council Chambers, 10 North Main Street, Cedar City, Utah.

MEMBERS PRESEN T: Councilmernbers: Terri Hartley; Craig Isom; Scott Phillips;
Ronald Riddle

EXCUSED: Mayor Garth O. Green; Councilmember W. Tyler Melling; City Manager

Paul

Bittrnenn; City Attomey Tyler Romeril.

STAFF PRESENf! Assistant City Attomey Randall McUne; City Recorder Renon Savage;
Finance Director Jason Norris; City Engineer Jonathan Stathis; Police Chief Darin Adams;
Fire Chief Mike Phillips; Leisure Services Director Ken Nielson; Economic Development
Director Danny Stewart; City Planner Don Boudreau.
OTHERS PRESENT: Dan Kidder, Dale Corry, Juli Corry, Ann Clark, Teri Kenney, Nick
Benson, Laura Henderson, Christopher Graves, Kurt Miller, Nathan B racken, Tom Jett,
Kevin Tipton, Susan Rice Tipton, Sean Wharton, Rebecca Wharton, Levi Price, Alysha
Lundgren, Dallas Buckner, John & Kris Orton, Kristy Decraaf, Carter Wilkey, Melissa
Spens.

Heap of the Church ofJesus Christ of Latter-Day
Saints gave the invocation; the pledge was led by Renon Savage.

CALL TO ORDER: President Michael

AGENDA ORI) ER APPROVAL: Councilmember Hartl ey moved to approve the agenda
order for the City Council and RDA meetings; second by Councilm ember Phillips; vote
unanlmous.

ADMINISTRATIO N AGENDA -MAYORAND CO UNCIL BUSINES S STAFF
COMMENTS: rHartl ey - we received a letter about a fire last weekend. Chief Mike
Phillips - on Sunday the 3l't we were dispatched to a structure fire 2508 West. Our crew
was split in 3 directi ons, one at the Airport for the SkyWest flight, one dealing with flooding
at Monte Vista pumping and two in a squad by Iron Springs Elementary on a carbon
monoxide issue. We were out of the station; the squad went in route immediately after being
dispatched. Engine I 1 was retuming from the Airport and had to wait for volunteers. The
address we were given was 2508 W 400 S, the house on fire the loop is 400 south on one side
and 350 south on the other, it was on 350. We stopped at 2510 we couldn't see the fire but
could smell it. An officer found us quickly and we responded, I was about 30 seconds later.
The other trucks are staffed by off duty fireman. They voluDteers come from their homes.
The drive from main station to the house was 5.39 seconds, on google map it is a 7-minute
drive. Regarding the addressing, I was with dispatch today, it is how it comes up on
dispatch, it gives both the 400 and 350 South, dispatch gave us the 400 South, but it was on
350 South. This is how the County puts it in the cad. We checked Ridge View Loop, we
checked it and it is ok. We run into times with structure fires, we had one at 77 North I150
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West, but it lvas across the str':ct at 75, it depands on where the call comes from. I,hillips
one of my concerns, rvc dor.' t i ust serve Cedar City, but the surrounding areas, how do we
know and prot-ect oruselvcs f;orrr two Highland Drives, Saddleback Drives or sornething else,
how cau we solve tire probir:-- Jonathc.r, . rve ci.recll that at final plat, there may be some the
sarne from lhe past, but goi;3lorward wc make sure we don't duplicate with Enoch or Iron
County. Phillips - if rvc hazi a Cedar View Drive you make sure we don't have the same
unless grandfathered. Jona;.:::i - yes, but I need to check with Enocit and Iron County to
make sure they don't dupliczie the nanes also. Plillips - rvhen it comes into dispatch, do
they have both addresses, tlre SW quadrants and the Carmel Canyon? Mike - yes. The
enginc was not delayed. Thc-officers found it and tJrey usually get their first. There was also
a concern that engines came ficm different directions, I talked to Engine 1 I and asked why
they came down Cody, they lr.id the dip on Covc is too deep, so they avoid and went another
direction. The other, our rcsc';; truck wc came through the ternple, we unlocked the knox box
and drove that way, they mry irave thougJlt lve rvere parked aud not doing an$ring. Hartley
- I was at I rnceting this nlc.,;l.ifg and the letter I read after the meeting, but I ran into the
lady whose horne it rvas, arur ;1e told me about the fire and was nothir4 but complimentary
about the Fire Department ar;c.ihe Police officers. I got the letter after the meeting, but she
was complimentary. Chieff,{:iltips - it was a hot fir:e started by a child orr a mattress. It
rnelted Captain l:ails helmct end he had bums on his face, that is how hot it was. Frorn the
outside it doesn't look likc auything happened. The fire was contained in the room, but the
house did get smoke damage:. i{artley - a few days ago the fireman asked about the road
construction around the Unir,::sity, UDOT has Center Street closed and they weren't made
aware ofthe road closure. Jonathan - they should have called dispatch to report the closure,
I will make sure that happeiis in the future. rPhillips - on coal creek today, driving to some
items on the agenda, there arp, weeds along Coal Creek. Ken we usually spray it, it may
need to be done again. Phitlips - also in the new rnetal art pieces, there are weeds coming up
also. Ken - usually Streetqcll;s the roads, but rvc will coordinate with them. rKen - I
wanted to present the new.c;,'.,:)tery rnap going on the kiosk, the current one has seen its
timc, Councilwoman Hartle;; ;ointed this.out to us. It was made from Rainbow Signs; we
also added a QR code for ii::':.: that rvant to dorvnload the map. This allows for all users to
find the information. Philliirr - with Wreaths Across America, this will help. Ken we
appreciate this bcing brougirt ic our attentiou. Gatrby did the eR code for us, and she will
also added it to the website. ,'..lso, this weekend is the ovemight softball toumament. we will
do lhe same as in the past, Iririil 3 lights go offat 1 l:00 p.m. It begins at 6:00 p.m. Friday.
we don't let them play music ovenright. It is a lot of high school girls. with the lifeguard
situation, we didn't lose auy, so this rvill allow us to keep the outdoor pool open through
Labor Day. We are at 50 g:ra;,is rvhicir is unbelicvable.

PUBLIC COMMIINTS: r.:r.r-.n Clark - I got the agenda and was looking at it and he.re we
go again, I kccp salng wc ,r;:,e a zoning problcm. Low to high low to meaium, one R-l and
one commercial. Thc probier:it come froln zoniug; we don't hold anyone to zoning. The
developers zone changes arc cisily madc. I rvant you to really look at this, you have way
more high and medium dcnsity'than R-1, and I don't think we need an)mrorc. we don't need
anymore high density, I think rve have enough, I talked with Terri Hartley, and I know you
fixed behind Holiday Inn. it-;rou maks ,.rnal streets, you feel like there is space. I
encourage you to think oftlir zcning and how the advantage goes. rDan Kidder I like high
-
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density housing. I like the people that grew up here to be able stay here and contribute. I like
developers to make money, I was never given a job by a poor man. Some people think they
speak for everyone, but I like high density housing. rl.aura Henderson - I want to thank the
city for the resurfacing of the streets, it looks really nice. I see striping on 200 South, the tum
lane arrows on 200 west heading north, are they yet to come or did they forget them. Keep
up the good work Street Department. Phillips - a portion is a city street a portion is State.
Jonathan - we will check on that. UDOT is doing a project there also. Phillips - there was a
right tum arrow on the city street, it is gone. rl-evi Price - Student zoning by Ridge Road
proposed, there is not a lot of sidewalks and a lot ofstudents and a lot of traffic, adding a lot
of students makes congestion worse, it will increase accidents. Ridge is not meant for that
much traffic going across. Think about the traffic and needs of that area. Isom - that came to
Planning Commission and it was tabled; it has not progressed any further. tl,aura Henderson
- on the back of Levi's comment, I appreciated they were giving that more consideration, it
was one ofthe reasons tabled because it was expanding the SHD outside the current
boundaries, and I appreciated the thoughtfulness ofthat commgnt. Isom - that is not part of
the SHD zone. Jonathan - they plan to bring that the City Council at the next round of
meetings. It was given a negative recommendation from Planning Commission.

PUBLIC HEARING TO CO]ISIDER AMEND ING THE LEASE WITH MCO FOR
PROPERTYLOCATED AT 900 N. MAIN ST. MCO/RANDALL MCUNE: Dale Corry
- we would like you to consider the amendment to the lease ofour current property and
where LaFiesta was.
Randall - the use is not matched with the property boundaries. We own two parcels, one was
leased to MCO and one to Mr. Jett. The building was tom down and MCO wants to take
both parcels and the council approved that in July. The term discussion was the rate the rent
is based on, it was 87o of the fair market value, the discussion is if we bring it to 4% which is
closer to market value rent. Isom - what is the market rate? Phillips - also the new
agreement it is a monthly rent, not on property assessment. Randall - it is on the County
assessment, then to an inflationary number. Hartley - I worked with Tyler on this, it is
structured like the Airport land leases which is more on the economy. Isom - moving from
8% lo 4Yo, does that yield a fair rent? Hartley - just a little under $2,000 monthly. Phillips
the previous rent was based on a restaurant. Ha(ley - there was something with the profits
on the restaurant, it was a creative agreement. Dale Corry - it was changed a few times.
Phillips - the new agre€ment serves both purposes, the city will get more, and it is fair to the
business as well.

-

Mayor Pro Tem Isom opened the public hearing. There were no comments. The hearing
closed.

CONSIDER AN ORDINANCE FOR A NO PARKING ZONE ON THE WEST SIDE
OF NORTHFIELD ROAD ALONG THE FRONTAGE OF SHADOW RIDGE
TOWNHOME S PUD (1549 N. NORTHFIELD ROAD ). MADI CHARDS/
JONATHAN STATH IS: Jonathan - I was approached by the property management
company for Shadow Ridge PUD, they expressed concems about parking on Northfield
Road, it is difficult for people coming out on Northfield Road and there are issues with pick
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up of school children, the bus stops in the middle of the street. This is the west side of
Northfield Road. There are two entrances into the developrnent. They have requested red
curb on either side of the entrances. Riddle - if you go to the south on 1045 North, there are
a lot of people that park on the north of that also, it is hard to tum right. There are a lot of
cars that park there. I was there yesterday, there were 4 or 5 cars parked and you can't get
into the tuming lane. Phillips - we need to paint curb red, but not all the way. Northfield is a
wide road, and it is almost all developed other than one parcel across from Dr. Delcore's
office. Jonathan - it is a 66' road.

Chris Graves and Madi Richards - I sent some photos to illustrate the issue. There are 69
units in that development, pulling out is a problem, there are usually trucks, so you almost
have to be in the road to see. The bus stop is across the street. We are asking to paint red for
the distance of the property because of the problern on the west side of the street. Phillips
part of the issue is the development, not enough parking in the development. We have seen
that in other places, and we had tried to fix that problem. Chris - we have two overflow
parking lots in the development that are not fulI. Madi - if you don't paint it red, make a
height restriction, there are semi-trucks parked there that you can't see over. I have seen
children almost get hit because cars cannot see pedestrians. Phillips - I am not sure we want
to take out all the parking, we need to take some back from the entrances, but it is a major
public street. We can restrict the lenglh of trucks. We as a city don't control where the
school bus stops are, that is the School District. I believe it is safer when school buses stop
in the middle ofthe street with their flashers rather than pulling to the side, because people
think they are pulled over not for pick up.

-

Chief Adams - I am aware of the issue, I feel their pain, I live off 1045 North and it is a
safety issue. Part of the challenge is painting something red, it is an enforcement issue, State
law said you can park up to the entrance but can't block the entrance. Part ofmy concem
from the Police Department is we have several others like this. The bus concern, bus stops
are generally created to stop in the road, parking in a parking strip causes issues. We see it
on 3000 North, so the overflow goes on the public street. Isom - is there a standard distance
from an entrance? Chief- only ifthere is a haffic control device. Riddle - you can park to
the cut ofthe concrete? Chief- yes, that is the current law. Laura Henderson - what about
as a tempomry fix having a crossing guard bring the stop sign out so there is a person coming
out and going back? Phillips - that is a District issue. Laura - I am talking about the parents.
Phillips - that is a District issue. I am mystified that State law doesn't have standards for
entrance and exit. Randall - it is a private drive, it is the same as your house, as long as they
don't block access. A public road is 20 feet back from the crosswalk, it doesn't have to be a
marked cross walk, it is also the intersection, it comes out to be about 24' back when you
include the crosswalk. Phillips - since it is private, I assume there is an HOA or CC&R's,
the Association agreed to have it painted to a standard we agreed to, can we enforce that?
Chief Adams - I don't think we can. Randall - you can set no parking zones 20' back from
curb cut, you pass it then we can enforce it, it is a city street. We have no authority
administratively or do they as an HOA.

if

Madi - it doesn't have to be both sides, even if it was the middle section considered, it would
make a big difference. Our mailboxes are also right there, and we can't even stop to pick up
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mail. Even if not the firll length, maybe consider that. Hartley - where does the bus stop?
Madi - across the street. Hartley - would that give you visibility? Madi - yes, there are l0our

20 kids that cross the street. Dan Kidder

-

is that not a good spot for a fue hydrant?

Phillips - is the standard l5 feet or 20 feet if it wasn't a private drive? Randall - 20 feet plus
the crosswalk. Dan Kidder - is there anyhing to prohibit the city from doing that? No'
Carter Wilkey - maybe in the PUD ordinance or parking add that private driveway part of
PUD's have the 20' setback like normal intersections. This is the same with every PUD in
town. Jonathan - typically if it is a private group, they cover the cost of the paint and the
signs, I have not spoken with them. Chris - we have talked about that, and the HOA has
approved that. Jonathan - going forward the city would be required to maintain, but the
initial cost is on the private group. Phillips - do we do it for this request or all PUD's going
forward. Jonathan - I have had a similar request from Cedar Bend PUD. It is a similar
situation where we have a lot ofparking on 3000 North. Phillips - it is ok to have parking on
city streets, but it needs to be safe. Riddle - we need to check vehicles not registered on
3000 North, we are concemed about that in parts of the city, but there are a lot that have not
moved for years out there.
CE AMENDING THE CITY'S
PUBLIC EARINGTO CONS IDERAN ORDIN
OLD IIIGHWAY9l SOUTH
CONCERNING
TRANSPORTATI ON MASTER P LAN
OF GREENS LAKE D RIVE. ENSIGN EN G./J ONATHAN STATHIS: Jonathan Ensign Engineering is working on this, the City has received a building permit, Old Hwy 9l
is master planned as 100 foot right ofway, but the way it is laid out it is not possible. They
are asking to reduce the width to 80 feet. Isom - the rest from there to Main, is that about 80
feet? Jonathan - it varies through it, some 80 some a little wider. Phillips - did this start
with the motels on the south or Mo' Bettah's and Maverick? Jonathan - with the hotels,
Mo'Bettah's is lined up with the motels? Phillips - how do we fix the problem? Jonathan as we continue south, we could require 100, going north is already set. The City owns the
property across from Maverick, the pedestrian bridge would have to be moved if we widen it
ih"i". ehilllpr - it is a bridge to nowhere. Jonathan - we are fixing that with the Southview
Trail. Hartley - would it make more sense to widen it at the intersection oI at the hotels, at
some point it needs to go to the regular width. Riddle - if it is at the intersection does it
encroich on the businesses? Hartley - we could start on the other side of the road. Jonathan
- the south hotel goes right up to the intersection of Shrutz Canyon Drive, at that point we
could get the 100 feet south of the hotels. It would be difficult going north. Phillips - if we
take it out of the west side, how would Greens Lake line up? Jonathan - it wouldn't because
Maverick has developed up to that intersection, the width ofthe intersection has been set'
Jackson, Ensign Engineering - I have a map with the 100 foot right ofway. It would take out
quite a bit on iach side ofthe road. Jonathan - with the number oftravel lanes, we could still
get 5 lines, two lines in each direction with a center lane and no parking. It would leave 63
feet of asphalt. Phillips - Providence center all over again. Isom - the flyover that we
thought we could make a separate exit from wal-Mart and Home Depot, where would that
co.i into Old Hrvy 9l ? Jonathan - somewhere in front of the motel. Tom Jett - going over
the freeway? Yes. Dan Kidder - the old offramp? Yes. Phillips - how much property does
your client own? Jackson the dark lines. Tom Jett - is this a right of way or their property

-
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already? Jackson - there is curb, gutter, sidewalk and then their property line, it goes in 4 or
5 feet. It matches the current 80 feet. We got it surveyed and went straight offMaverick's
line. Riddle - we messed up with Maverick. Phillips - on the Green's Lake intersection, is
there an eventual plan to make a tum lane? Jonathan - it could be widened; the city owns the
property so the city would have to do that. Phillips - it will only get busier and busier. Tom
Jeft - ifyou do a right tum, merger lane, would that take out part of the two lanes on each
side and center lane? Jonathan - no. Phillips - we could merge or put it as a right tum.
Jonathan - we could add a merge lane, but it is difficult, it is through the flood channel, so it
will be expensive. We can widen it as much as we want on that side.

Mayor Pro Tern Isom opened the public hearing. Carter Wilkey - I serve on the Planning
Commission; I gave this a negative recommendation. This just feels like Providence all over
again. The businesses in Providence lose customers because ofthe red curb. The travelers
need to stop with the boat and side-by-side, where to do they park. Riddle - the road is not
the best part. Carter - but the business does not have the parking for that either. The existing
businesses we can't change, so I made the comment we have to start somewhere, why not
here. My concern, you see how busy it is at Mo'Bettah's and there will be two more
restaurants which will be busier. Laura Henderson - the projects on Tipple Road, the
increased traffic going north into this zone, it is better to plan wider. Jonathan - showed the
master plan, it shows Old Hwy 91 100 feet to the future interchange and a secondary road
following the base ofthe mountain and comes in at Shurtz Canyon, so it is a bottleneck.
Phillips - if they do anything with the flyover it makes it worse. Isom - what recourse do we
have to go back to Maverick. fuddle - and the motels. Jonathan - the only recourse is to
purchase right of way, unless they come in for a building permit for a new structure. Ann
Clark - 6 years ago coming out of Hermie's and on Main Street they had big trucks parked
for the camival and we couldn't see, and we inched out into the road and got in a big wreck.
With the parking, it is dangerous. The hearing closed.
Phillips - I am hesitant to go all the way to the end ofthe motels. Isom - you can get 5 lanes
with no parking on the street. Phillips - on both sides of the street? Jonathan - yes, with no
shoulder, there would be curb and gutter, but the lane right up to that.

PUBLIC HEARING TO CONSIDER AN ORDINANCE VACATING A 4s.FOOTWIDE DRAINAGE AND SEWER EASEME NT LOCATED ALONG EAGLE RIDGE
DRIVE IN PHASE 3 OF THE CANYON AT E AGL E RIDGE SUBDIVISION. GO
CML/JONATHAN STATHIS: Dallas Buckner, Go Civil - this is for the final plat we
brought through at the last council meeting. With all the other phases with the Canyon at
Eagle Ridge we had the easement, when we designed the road Eagle fudge Drive the road
did not line up. The improvernents are in the right ofway, we have the 45-foot right ofway
easement that errcroaches into the lots. Phillips - does staff have concems? Jonathan - no, it
has been done with the other phases. Dallas - there will be one more phase, there is a lava
bench and steep topography, so we don't know what we will do there. Randall this is
where reality steps in, we want it all to match up, it will line up with each phase. Hartley it
is in the roadway? Dallas - yes, that is how the city wants it to be. This is more of a
formality.
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Mayor Pro Tem Isom opened the public hearing. There were no comments. The hearing
closed.

PUBLIC HEARING TO CONSIDER A RESOLUTION APPROVING A
DE\'ELOPMENT AGREEMENT BETWEEN PLUM CREEKLLC AND CEDAR
CITY FOR TIIE DEVELOPMENT OF APPROXIMATELY 107 ACRES OF
PROPERTY LOCATED AT 8OO N. LUND HIGHWAY. PLATT & PLATT/
RANDALL MCUNE: Isom - this next section is a mega public hearing. I spoke to Tyler
Romeril, he agreed we could do it this way. We want to look at the overall. There is a
development agreement and then A through F pieces of property. We will have Lance walk
us through and then open the public hearing.

Lance Duffield, Integrated Project Planning for Plum Creek LLC - we have almost 107 acres
under contract; we have been working on it for 6 months. We have a proposed plan, an unzoned piece ofproperty, it is all annex transition (AT), we put together a plan for residential
properties. The General Plan calls for low density, single family 10,000 square foot lots. The
development team felt there were enough 10,000 square foot lots that we didn't need another
200. This goes from Lund to 3700 West. Off Lund we have property in the Airport zone, in
the General Plan it is recommended CC, we have 1.8 acres along Lund Hwy. The next zone
we want to create, the idea is we start commercial, high density and reduce as we go west.
We have 20 acres of R-3 with density of 2 parcels a full R-3 about 2l units per acre and a
second parcel of townhomes 18 units per acre, combined density on R-3 is about 19 acres.
The next zone to the west is 20 acres ofR-2-1 7,000 square foot single family lots, further to
the west 21 acres of R-l single family lots, to the south R-2-2 twin homes, complimentary to
a project adjacent. There is 15 acres ofRN, a new zone, considered high density 3,500
square foot lots; it will be 3,500 to 5,000 square foot lots, single family lots in the new zone.
The development agreernent has six densities for a total of754 dwelling units.
Isom - based on ordinance, how many units could you have? Lance - if we go from zoning,
we could push over 1,000 units. Our utility analysis restricted around 850 lots. Our original
proposal was about 850 units, and we have since worked through the process with Planning
Commission and agreed the 754 is the max and in the development agreement.

in the development agreement and density I would like more detail in the R-3
section. You described the intent and for me I think it is an important part of the development
agreement. I am talking about the style and underground parking. Lance - I don't disagree,
my point we are willing to enhance the Development Agreement, I will defer to Tyler on
that. I think Tyler's concem is creating too much management for the city. Phillips - we
review construction documents, so we can easily tell if it has underground parking. I want a
project we can all be proud of. Lance - the area Phillips is talking about is R-3, I laid out 13
24-unit buildings, 3 stories with the first level being parking under each building and reduces
surface parking to 12 spaces for each building. In doing that we end up with about 50% and
having 45% open space with amenities. I have no problem with that, I like the design and I
think it is the kind ofproject, R-3 ends up being a red zone of what we don't want in a city;
we have a vision ofa big building with a sea ofparking. I think we can show R-3 is not a
negative and I have no problem with that in a development agreement. Phillips - we also
Phillips

-
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have had property sold and that is why I want it in the development agreement. Lance - the
development agreement allows us to move roads around, but the master plan will be part of
the development agreement, if it is enforceable is up to the city. As we do the plats, we will
have to come back to Planning Commission. If we don't do it, I see a lot of resistance.
Phillips - I talked with Hartley about this, I would like the detention basin an approved park
like open space, and I would like that spelled out. Lance - we don't have a problem with
that. At Planning Commission, we agreed it would run with a development agreement.

Randall -I think you would want it spelled out better, it is a little grey. Hartley - we set
density and it runs with the land, can some of the other things run with the land, the design of
the R-3 neighborhood? Randall - the concept is we record it, but it becomes enforcernent. I
haven't seen it in Cedar but have seen people corne and say it looks good and then run into
problems. Phillips - the location as mapped makes the most sense, Lund is 100-foot road,
you want commercial and higher density by the road, the experiment will be to the south with
the new RN zone, I applaud you for trying that. Lance - the high density, we feel the
property is suited for high density, I&M is to the south. It is the least desirable property for
single family and best access to Lund Hwy and Hwy-56. We see it as being primarily rental,
a group wants to build condos and keep them as rental and then sell later. We are short on
rentals, so it meets the needs ofthe city as well.

Mayor Pro Tem Isom - spelled out each agenda item 5 through 16 and showed it on the map
which section it went along with. A copy of the map is attached as Exhibit "A".
Mayor Pro Tem Isom opened the public hearing. Dan Kidder - when looking at projects of
this size, stipulate soccer fields and basketball courts, it might solve other problerns all at
once.

Ann Clark * the high density, narrow roads and height ofbuildings you feel like you are
warehousing. It is different than the townhomes on Northfield Road. They are so high and
so close; can we make some kind ofordinance where the roads are bigger and you are not so
crammed in. I am not anti-growth, but I am anti cramming things in. I like the open spaces.
Carter Wilkey - in the RN zone, the 3.500 square fbot lots, it states if you are within 300 feet
ofwhat zone do you have to go bigger. Isom in the ordinance they go from 4,500 to 3,500
square feet. Don Boudreau- R-1 and R-2-1 and it is to an existing subdivision. Carter
what is existing, platted or what? Phillips - the intent was to protect people that are already
in their homes or in an R- 1 . Don - Definition of Existing Subdivision: For purposes of this
Zone, "existing subdivision" and "existing residential subdivision" is any subdivision which
has obtained final plat approval before the submission ofthe applicant's vicinity plan under
the requirements of this zone. For adjacent subdivisions which obtained final plat approval
after the submission of the applicant's vicinity plan under the requirements ofthis zone, the
applicant's plan, plat approval, and any subsequent building and use permits in conformity of
the applicant's final plat shall be evaluated as if the new adjacent subdivision does not exist.
However, any subsequent revisions of the final plat established as part ofthis zone shall be
evaluated based on the existence of the new adjacent subdivision. Carter - we are using this
as the first example. In the future you may want to amend to include if it abuts an existing
County subdivision. This is not a concem, the County subdivision is I&M.

-
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Dan Kidder - when the RN zone was passed, was there a stipulation if abuts to an R-l or R-2
it has to have green space? Phillips - I don't think so. Isom - the lot size has to be bigger.
Don - that did not make it in the ordinance.
The hearing closed for items 5 through 16.

I would like to know, it is being discussed, even ifit's not definite, to work to
connect roads on the east west basis with other developments. Lance - yes. Phillips - the
water for this project, where is it coming from, is the developer bringing water with the
development? Lance - they have l2-acre feet with the property, the sellers have 377 acre
feet that when this is approved we negotiate to get the rest of the water we need running with
this property.
Phillips

-

Hartley - in Plaruring Commission it was talked about an HOA, it talks 30% rental, the city
doesn't monitor that. Lance - it won't have an HOA; it will be city streets. Hartley - who
will monitor that. Don - there is special provisions on required covenants. Lance - there
will be CC&R's. Don - it is 300% max rentals, and there will be maintenance responsibilities.
Phillips - if the zone change is approved, they have to follow the city ordinance as approved.

Nick Benson - I am a real estate investor, what ends up happening, small time investors will
try and get those, and Fannie and Freddie will say no, and large time investors will buy than.
I wish you well on this. I have a negative opinion oflarge investors.

PUBLIC HEARING TO CONSIDER AN ORDINANCE AMENDING THE ZONE
FROM MASTER PLANNED DEVELOPMENT (MPD) AND ANNEX TRANSITION
(AD TO RESIDENTIAL-I R-1) FOR 2I.7 1 ACRES OF PROPERTY LOCATED AT
8OO N. LUND IIIG TIWAY. PLATT & PLATT/JONATHAN STATHIS: this hearing was
held with item #5.
PUBLIC HEARING TO CONSIDER AN ORDINANCE AMENDING THE
GENERAL LAND USE FROM LOW DENSITY RESIDENTIAL TO MEDIUM
DENSITY RESIDENTIAL FOR 22.71 ACRES OF PROPERTY LOCATED AT 8OO N.
LUND HIGTIWAY. PLATT & PLATT/JONATHAN STATHIS: this hearing was held
with item #5.
PUBLIC HEARING TO CONSIDER AN ORDINANCE AMENDING THE ZONE
FROM MASTER PLANNED DEVELOPMENT (MPD) AND ANNEX TRANSITION
A TO DWELLING TWO UNIT
FOR 22.71 AC
F
LOCATED
800 N. LUND HIGHWAY. PLATT & PLATT/JONATHAN
STATIIIS: this hearing was held with item #5.
PUBLIC HEARING TO CONSIDER AN ORDINANCE AMENDING THE
GENERAL LAND USE FROM LOW DENSITY RESIDENTIAL TO MEDIUM
DENSITY RESIDENTIAL FOR 19.45 ACR"ES OF PROPERTY LOCATED AT

8OO

N.
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LUND HIG HWAY. PLATT & PLATT/ JONATHAN STATHIS: this hearin g was held
with item #5
PUBLIC HEARING TO CONSIDER AN O RDINANC E AMENDINGTHE ZONE
FROIII ANNEX TRANSITION (AD TO DWELLING SIN GLE UNI T R-2-1) FOR
19.45 ACRES OF PROPERTY LOCATED AT 8OO N. LUND HIGHW AY. PLATT &
PLATT/ JONATHAN STATHIS: this hearin g was held with item #5.
PUBLIC HEARINGTO CO NSIDtrR AN ORDINANCE AMENDIN G THE,
GENERAL LAND USE FROI\I LO1V D ENSITY RESIDE NTIAL TO HIGI{ DENSITY
RESIDENTIAL FOR 14.90 AC RES OF PROPBIITY LOCATED AT 8OO N. LUND
HIGHWAY. PLATT & PLATT/JONATHAN STA THIS: this hearing was held with
item #5.

PUBLIC HEARING TO CONSID]JR AN ORDINANCE AMENDING THE ZONE
FRQM ANNEX TRANSITION (AT) TO RESIDENTIAL NEIGHBORHOOD ZONE
O N. LUND HIGHWAY
Z FOR 14.90 ACRES OF PROPERTY LOCATE D
g
PLATT & P LATT/ JONATHAN STATHIS: this hearin was held with item #5.
PUBLIC HEARING TO CONSID R AN ORDINANCE AM NDING THE
GENDRA L LAND USE FROM LOW DENSITY RESIDENTIAL TO HI GH DENSITY
RESIDENTIAL FOR T 9.79 ACRES OF PROPER'IY LOC A'[ED AT 8OO N. LUND
HIGHWAY. PLATT & PLATT/ JONATUAN S]'ATHIS: this hearin g was held with
item #5

PUBLIC HEARING TO CONSIDER fu\ ORDINANCE AN{ENDING THE ZONE
FROM ANNEX TRANSITION (AD TO DWEI,LING MULTIPLE UNIT (R-3-M)
FOR 19.79 ACRES OF PROPERTY LOCATED AT
PLATT & PLATT/ JONATHAN STATHIS: this hearing was held with item #5.
PUBLIC HEARING TO CONSIDER AN ORDINANCE AMEN
GENERAL LAND USE FROM LOW DENSITY RESIDENTIAL TO CENTRAL
COMMERCIAL FOR 8.TO ACRES OF PROPERTY LOCATED AT 8OO N. LI,]ND
HIGHWAY. PLATT & PLATT/ JONATHAN STATIIIS: this hearing was held with
item #5.

PUBLIC HEARING TO CONSIDER AN ORDINANCE AMENDING THE ZONE
FROM ANNEX TRANSITION (AD TO CENTRAL COMMERCIAL (CC) FOR 8.IO
ACRES OF PROPERTY LOCATED AT 8OO N, I,UND HIGHWAY. PLATT &
PLATT/ JONATI{AN STATHIS: this hearir.rg was held rvith item #5.
ING CHAPTER 32
PUBLIC HEARING TO CONSIDER AN ORDINANCE AME
REGARDING GRADING PERMITS. JONATHAN STATHIS: Jonathan - we have had
discussion over the grading permits, I have discussed it with Tyler, we tried to simplifu the
process. The application and enforcerncnt have also been simplified. We are also looking to
change the fee schedule to have a $5 per day fine ifthey don't have the permit up to a
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maximum of $150 per lot. Ifthey go beyond grading it will revert to the $500 per lot fine. If
they stay within the guidelines of grading it is $ I 50 maximum per lot. If they get the grading
permit there is no fine.
Isom

-

this is both items 17

&

1

8.

Phillips - we are proposing to remove the definition ofrough grading, how will you know
what it is? Jonathan - it helps us, it is difficult to define. Where the line is set now, if you
start to install utilities, or ifyou over excavate. Ifyou rough grade and cut roads it is not a
problern. It is easier for us to enforce. Phillips - I wanted to make sure, we want to get rid of
the grey area, I want it clear to the developer and construction folks. Hartley - the new
definition says any clearing or grubbing. Phillips - ifthis is approved, how do we
communicate it to the development community and builders? Jonathan - I will contact the
Homebuilders Association. Hartley - did we add it to the checklist? Jonathan - we have not
done that yet, but we will. Phillips - is the $5 a day hard to track? Jonathan - it is if we
don't know when they start. We would have to take their word for it. I don't see it as a huge
issue.

Mayor Pro Tem Isom opened the public hearing for item 17

&

18.

Dan Kidder - I don't know if it is an issue, you have dust control, etc., do you need fire
mitigation? Teri Kenney - is the grading allowed within the realm of an existing resident to
be ok with. On Greens Lake Drive there was grading, and it was ok to the owner, but not the
neighbor. Jonathan - that gets into code enforcement ifit was dust. Teri - it was 6-foot drop
offs. Phillips - a development affecting a neighbor? Teri - yes. Phillips - that is an
enforcement issue. This is for professional grading only? Jonathan - yes. Isom - my
neighbor took out his yard to redo it, this doesn't apply? Jonathan - no, this is for a new

development. The hearing closed.

CONSIDER A RESOLUTION AMENDING THE CITY'S FEE SCIIEDULE
REGARDING FINES FOR NOT OBTAINING A GRADING PERMIT. JONATHAN
STATHIS: done with the itern above.
PUBL IC HEARING TO CONSIDER AN ORDINAN CE AMENDING CHAPTER 26
ARTICLE IX REGARDING THE SOUARE FOOTA GE TIIAT CA}{ BE USED FOR
AN IN-HOME DAYCARE/SCHOOL. RAND ALL MCUNE: Randall - State law likes to
get involved. We have in our ordinance requirements for home occupations, we can do
certain things, one is to determine the number of children in a home based on square footage,
it is now based on main level, you can use the basement, but only count one floor. The State
allows all floors but takes out closets and storage. We are trying to get close to State law.
We will go to the 35 square feet per child, and they can use two floors. We were going to get
in line with the State but not having the building department measure things out. The State
tried to get up to 24 children, but the fue code wins, and it will remain 16. We didn't change
anything on parking, just how we calculate the number ofchildren. Phillips - we have had
people come in about parking for daycares, they say we are asking for too much parking for
daycares? Randall - not anymore, we didn't allow ernployees, parking, we had an
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accountant that had an employee in the home, Board ofAdjustments denied, he took it to
council and the ordinance was changed. At that time, it required daycares to add more

parking. We took it back to council, ifup to 8 kids they have I additional parking, 16 kids
they need 2 additional parking spaces. We were looking at 24 and adding another parking
space but didn't. The only complaints we get is the parents don't use the parking anyway.

Mayor Pro Tern Isom opened the public hearing.

Kirsty DeGraaf- I am the owner oflemon Tree and have been providing daycare for 15
years. Prior to opening I was a social worker, I have a master's degree, I have been on a lot
of advocacy committees, I was the National Childcare Teacher of the year. I tout my
experience because in my experience a lot ofpeople are discounted because we just babysit
or watch children. We appreciate you making efforts to even it out. For several years I have
been working with legislators for childcarc. Reasons people leave is disrespect and
inequitable policies. Utah is a childcare desert, I tum away so many families every year, I
have a list of 20. To combat the issues, I gave some information to the legislators. We had
multiple that wanted to open childcare businesses, but because of extra requiranents it was
too burdensome, it is a problern across the state. My suggestion is to lead out the State in
aligrring requirements with the state, not having requirements. The requirements are
thorough. To add additional requirements, pave over front lawn, 6-foot fence, instead ofa 4foot fence that is required by the State. My sister-inJaw moved from a smaller home to
larger home, she could serve fewer kids. It forces people into unlicensed and unregulated
facilities that have 15 to 20 kids, that happens in our community with one penon and is not
licensed. Ifyou want to care about the safety ofour children, I would ask that you to not
create additional baniers, and to take down some of the barriers. I have been to Board of
Adjustments many times and have been appalled by the treatment of many of thern by
mernbers of their community. Research shows that high quality programs pay communities
back in better mental health, less crime, better academic outcome. I would like to see the
council do more to remove barriers and make the work a little easier.
Hartley - do you have examples for what city requires? Kristy - the parking, I live in a
larger neighborhood, a neighbor wanted to open a program, and we do have the 5 parking
spots, the 6' fence, licensing requires 4' fence, and if you have a block wall it is significant
expense and the square footage. Licensing rules are always changing, and as they do there
are still barriers. Randall - does the State have a parking requirerncnt? Kristy - no, in my
experience, we had empty lots and we don't now, as a business orvner we have to take care of
that relationship with my neighbors, we tnade adjustments. If rve rernove the barriers, it
would go a long way. I'}hillips - we have a proposal, we try rvhen the legislature changes
rules, and they do each year, to do that. What we are proposing now, is it better? Kirsg
yes, it is helpful. Phillips - would you be willing to work with us and see what we can do,
we want it safe, we are open to listen to ideas? Kristy - yes. Phillips - we would rather lead
out. Kirsty - Cedar is not the worst in the State, so rve should lead out to support families in
our community. A lot of people are able to have their wife stay home, but most cannot, they
need high quality daycares, so it becomes challenging. Hartley - we appreciate you bringing
it to our attention. Kristy - because of the barriers people are unlicensed are and no one is
ever in their home. Hartley - how do we move forward? Randall - we would love to work

-
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with her. I would be happy to work with thern. IGisty - I think the Board of Adjustments
got tired of my talking about high quality care. Randall - there is a requirement for notifuing
neighbors. Start with Tyler and if he assigns it to me, I would be happy to work with them.
The hearing closed.

CONSIDERAN AMENDMENT TO THE ORDINANCE FORTRAFFIC AND
TRAVEL ON STREETS, SECTION 35-2, TO CIIANGE THE SPEED LIMIT TO 35
MPH ON COAL CREEK ROAD/KITTY HAWK DRIVE FROM IO45 NORTH TO
APPROXIMATELY 5O() FEET WEST OF BULLDOG ROAD. JONATHAN

Q!l[!!

Jonathan - this project is almost completed. The new bridge over I- 1 5 at Coal
Creek Road. As it is being used, there are a few issues, one is the site distance for vehicles
tuming left from Bulldog to Coal Creek Road and also, we are looking at doing a left turn
pocket off from Coal Creek to 1045 North. They are recommending a speed limit change.

Kurt Miller, I work with the consultants - the curbs me not designed for 40 mph, they are
designed for 35, and with the original design ofa roundabout, and with through traffic it is an
issue. Phillips - that didn't get caught? Kurt - correct, we were trying to keep the contractor
working. As we looked at the tum pocket the space wouldn't work with the 40 mph, but
would with 35 mph. Phillips - I was out there today, the other question I have is where the
city road takes over from State project, the painting is wom off. Kurt - that is temporary
painting, we were in product shortage, so it was changed to a chip seal which is more
wearing. We did temporary striping, when we finish the chip seal, we will do permanent
painting and striping and it will last longer. Phillips - what is UDOT responsibility? Kurt
the apron leading into the bridge and going offthe bridge, and the bridge. Because UDOT
has a part of it all their requirements must be met.

-

{EI@BIIi

Councilmember Phillips moved to adjoum and go into RDA at 7:50 p.m.;
second by Councilmernber Hartley; vote unanimous.
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